ART AS A CUSTOM TO IMPROVE ENGINEERING CREATIVITY
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Abstract

Engineering covers numerous uncertain decision parameters. Engineering plans based on three dimensional earth locations, work and workplace organizations or designing new technological merchandises are some of the duties of engineers. Engineers are asked to respond full options related with scientific knowledge and improvements in their own subject. They should also have ability to perform consulting and controlling activities by obeying work & workplace safety obligations. They have to grasp and follow all required “engineering responsibilities” in their projects. There are countless influencing aspects on engineering projects. Engineers should have wide perception to handle all scientific, technological, engineering, the art and mathematical (STEAM) features and other shares of tasks in their projects. In design stage, engineers are enquired to act in critical and creative manner to solve real-world, unstructured, burdens. Recently, engineers in all branches, especially in mining industry, have requested more predominately to provide original 3D-plans, robust design products, novel working methods, and practical solutions for technological difficulties (in mines) etc. which all have governed by current social and industrial business conditions. Therefore influences of art on engineering creativities and thinking abilities have been studied here to comprehend its position in engineering education.
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Introduction

Countries which have more dynamic system to evaluate their education curriculums have opportunities to catch current education trends. That’s why the importance of critical and creative education in schools might have been realized and recommendations have been gradually implemented in those countries. Ontario (Canada), for example presented different education approach for 21st Century. They have required new capacities for students; “for education systems to emphasize and develop these competencies in explicit and intentional ways through deliberate changes in curriculum design and pedagogical practice. The goal of these changes is to prepare students to solve messy, complex problems – including problems we don’t yet know about – associated with living in a competitive, globally connected, and technologically intensive world”, (OPS, 2016).

Engineering education should influence knowledge, ability and behaviour of students. In engineering faculties, students may expect to learn knowledge about; engineering procedures, legislative responsibilities and formulated calculations. These students, in fact, are in deep misunderstanding about engineering jobs. Engineering students should be introduced with their profession at the first days of the colleges. So they realize the importance of scientific knowledge background together with “engineering understanding”. They might be taken to industrial sites where engineers are active in production to present their engineering occupational conditions and duties. When we say something about changing technologies, in reality, we are mentioning differentiating industry and occupations together with engineering activities with/without knowing the future situations in industrial businesses. In this modern world, engineers who are graduated with required knowledge, ability and practical experiences have gradually come across more problematic situations if their problem solving abilities are procedural type. Actually, some engineering faculty graduates have enough engineering features, therefore they are more useful for their companies when the comparison have been performed with respect to some other engineering graduates who had attended limited design activities and practical applications. Engineering problems in modern times require social sensitivities on the base of environmental impacts. Engineers must produce much more creative solutions, plans or designs to continue their businesses. Their projects ought to have responsibilities to supply social welfares to local people, so engineers should consider all possible parameters to reach practically applicable results. This requires wide engineering thinking ability which can be handled through engineering education performed with devoted students and lecturers.

Innovative capacity of engineers

Engineers should offer plans or designs. Some of them include something new and pioneering ideas. Similar types of products cannot hold competitive place in markets for a long time. Innovative new products which have also advantage in production costs dominate the market. Engineers who demonstrate their innovative capacity are always preferred to hire by companies. Planning a flat (building) or a mine is complicated job. Engineers have different considerations to supply valuable resultant plans / design. They should think normal and extraordinary cases for perfect 3 dimensional plans. It is important here that how far the expected cases have distinctly analysed for stabilities. Engineering sense and imagination is important here. It is valuable to mention that types of precautions for fires, hurricanes, flash waters, earthquakes and others make engineers’ designs different. Supplying extra passage galleries for emergency exits (in underground mine plans) increases cost of operations in mines. But, in any cases of mine accidents, if mine workers are rescued through these galleries, this will be the differences in “engineering”. Thinking in innovative manner in engineering works brings extra responsibilities and considerations on new design works. Design engineers have to be creative to solve related facts and problems as quick as possible. Engineers who do not have proposal for challenging conditions (or opportunities) in their companies are gradually degrading their occupational positions. Projects which are consulting by private or state owned companies have their own circumstances. Engineers (may be as members of a work team) should be ready to offer applicable and economically meaningful solutions. They may either predictably offer similar analyses they performed before or they may start each new project uniquely and they list what are the decision parameters required for exclusive analyses, as far as their imagination and critical considerations extend.

The design considerations here are in some how similar to artists and their blank canvases. Differences in quality of works and aesthetical values among paintings are supplied by artists who determine the value of the artistic products. Artists and engineers implement their visions and thoughts on blank design canvases or pages progressively to reach their final aims. Both cases
include deep thinking and creativity sessions to produce something different. Most of the products and commodities we use in our daily life including commercial products, houses and cars have gradually changed in time. Basic requirements supplied by industrial products may be similar but the manners and comforts, new products offer have gradually been enhanced. Some engineers have duties in industry outside of the design offices. They have duties in production line to handle safe, healthy and faultless, perfect, working conditions. These engineers force themselves to produce comprehensive working plans in daily and yearly basis which cover also environmentally sensible aspects, product chemical contents, protection of natural resources etc. These facts cannot be evaluated by using only the knowledge obtained in universities. These engineers have to continue their training and education on social sciences, new technologies and new analytic methods while they are working in companies. These activities supply beneficial up-to-date knowledge and information for them. However, in order to enhance their imagination and thinking limits beyond the supplied knowledge, they have to practice on thinking, imagine, something new, innovative, in their professions. Sketches and drawings at these phases of creativity play important roles. Engineers present their ideas as plans, design sketches or calculation flow lines. It should be asked here, is it possible to improve engineering capacities, original thinking abilities (in other words their igneous ideas) through engineering education. For instance, Fig.1 presents two methods to present underground mine galleries and stopes. Implementing computer graphics have steadily helped mine engineers to visualize mine plans as 3D block view for 15 years. Oblique visualization techniques and artistic manners play important role here to produce clear, easy catching, visually rehabilitated 3D visual blocks representing actual mine operations, galleries, passageways, ramps, stopes, etc. (3D thinking capacity).

Figure 1. Mine plans in different illustrative manners. a) Two dimensional, scaled mine plans, (Mine Surveyor, 2019), b) Developments in computer hardware and software permits to produce latest 3 dimensional graphics which can be illustrated in different angle of views (NIOSH, 2018).

There are wide ranges of researches on critical and creative thinking. In one of them, Farina (2017) stated that; there is no common definition of critical and creative thinking across disciplines. He wrote that these subjects are considered as; "innovation in education, entrepreneurship in business, or problem solving in mathematics, law and engineering". Creativity in engineering plans and design works can be defined as original or ingenious when engineers present new manners (ideas, methods, or procedures) to solve engineering problems under considerations. Farina (2017) described critical thinking as “self-regulatory judgment; a human cognitive process, involving the use of a core set of cognitive skills-interpretation, analysis, evaluation, explanation, and self-regulation”. He also supplied distinctions in aspects (Table 1) to discriminate the differences between critical and creative thinking. Memorising and remembering certain facts when it is needed in engineering offices or in the field of applications (without personal interpretation) should not be accepted anymore for improved engineering qualifications. Supplying-recalling sets (modules) of engineering information and knowledge may be a model in engineering education. But, this type of knowledge intensive (instructional type) education has graduated engineers who may have not experienced about “engineering thinking” and “engineering decisions”. Engineers graduated through this type of education may
be hired to handle routine control responsibilities for certain companies. However some companies, which have complex jobs, difficult working conditions and full responsibilities, require engineers who should have further possessions to manage their job. Because they are generally asked to provide engineered designs which cover unstructured and uncertain input data. The question which can be bear in mind here is “how engineers became creative to provide methods for a job which nobody dear to offer? Following the methods offered and tested earlier are rather “safe way” in industries. On the other hand, offering new ways, methodologies, have usually brought their own oppositions. Only the innovative companies and innovative directors are welcomed creative ideas which mean new dimensions in engineering businesses like car powered by electric batteries. Is it possible to learn creativity? It is generally possible to say that some people have more capacity in innovative ideas with respect to others. These differences may be the results of their education starting from their birth. However, people can learn to be creative and increase their innovation capacity as well. Farina (2017) wrote that creativity can be taught in classrooms by applying; a) Focus on inquiry teaching, b) Encourage questioning, c) Deal with controversies thereby encouraging discussion, debate and discourse, d) Bring students in to contact with real world problem solving, e) Allow students to take risks, make connections and see relationships, f) Allow for quiet reflection, g) Make the most of unexpected events, h) Allow students to "take a lead", i) Help students to develop criteria to make informed judgements, j) Help students value different ways of working.

Table 1. Differences between critical and creative thinking aspects, (Farina, 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical</th>
<th>Creative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Analytic,</td>
<td>Generative,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Convergent,</td>
<td>Divergent,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Vertical,</td>
<td>Lateral,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Probability,</td>
<td>Possibility,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Judgement,</td>
<td>Suspended judgement,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Hypothesis testing,</td>
<td>Hypothesis forming,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Objective,</td>
<td>Subjective,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Answers,</td>
<td>An answer,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Closed,</td>
<td>Open ended,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Linear,</td>
<td>Associated,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Reasoning,</td>
<td>Speculating,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Logic,</td>
<td>Intuition,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Yes but…</td>
<td>Yes and…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Creative thinking in general

When societies have started to live in more crowded urban areas, engineering activities have been accelerated. Practical solutions and ingenious tools & equipments supplied by workers, foreman, craftsmen etc. have been altered in different countries according to situations these people have been experienced in everyday lifestyle. In early years of industries, creative foremen & workers had been hired for their ingenious decisions in their jobs. After technological improvements, machines and work-procedures have gradually been more complicated. Currently, computers and related software have widely used for daily works of engineers. Improvements in calculators, from abacus to mechanically operated calculation-machines are the samples of creativity in engineering. Similarly, there are many different types of designed products surround societies which nobody can think about a life without them. Technological developments in recent years have transferred engineering and related industries rapidly. Influences of new technological methods, new machines, new software etc, have sometimes deep impacts on worldwide businesses.

Therefore, engineers should decide more quickly to coup with these changes. Assume a factory which was producing only dot-matrix printers and did not have any research activities on computer printings. Think about the situations, when this company comes across the laser printers produced by its rival companies? That means any products include creative, innovative, features in engineering businesses generally influence all the markets and certainly the future stability of companies. Students in engineering faculties must be educated in a manner that, these students should think differently and also creative. They ought to analyze scientific backgrounds and facts about their jobs to solve problems while considering all related possible circumstances. This action requires continuous (life-long) self-learning to enhance personal engineering knowledge and visions (critical & creative thinking). One may ask who is creative, which aspects describe creative people or students. Brand et al. (2015) stated the followings to focus on the differences between intelligent and creative students; “the more facts a student can acquire, recall and reapply the more they are seen as intelligent. Conversely, a creative perspective requires the departure from learnt facts and introduces an emotional and intuitive element to finding new ways of applying...
knowledge and understanding”. At this point, it is important to mention Baatar’s opinions (RioTinto, 2017) about future workforce in mining industry. According to him; technology, society and markets have dramatically been changed in recent years. He said that; “tomorrow’s mining workforce, as in many other industries, will require an increasing focus on problem solving skills, creative thinking and digital savvy”. He stressed on the importance of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) education system in K12 schools. He said also, “it is estimated that 70 % of future jobs will be STEM related and these will be the key to sustaining economic growth and development”. STEM and STEAM programs have gradually been implementing in general education systems to activate students’ learning interests, creativity, curiosity, techno-imaginations etal. to obtain deep-learning in required K12 subjects. (Gonzalez & Kuenzi, 2012; Sousa & Pilecki, 2013; Henriksen, 2014; Jolly, 2016).

Madden, etal., (2013) studied on interdisciplinary STEAM curriculum and they cited one of their personal communication with industry-leaders in US as well, (H.Land, (2012), Chief Technology Officer for the Information Systems & Global Solutions, Civil Product Line at Lockheed Martin Corporation, US). Madden etal. wrote that these leaders had been “interested in identifying ways to foster creativity in the context of science to encourage the kind of visionary innovations that will be needed to solve complex problems”. That also means that they had presumably preferred employees to obtain those creative ideas for their companies. Madden etal. reported also that these leaders had been requested people who “think-outside-the-box, work in teams with people with diverse expertise, and approach problems both divergently and convergently”. Creative thinking features obtained in K12 and university education periods are very important. Therefore curriculum studies in both education systems have gradually been performed to compile required information and data sets. Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority, (ACARA) published that; the National Advocates for Arts Education (NAAE) had focused on creativity “in their submission to the Inquiry into innovation and creativity: workforce for the new economy set out the various benefits of an authentic arts education (NAAE, 2017). Specifically, many 21st century capabilities are supported and enhanced through arts education”, (ACARA, 2018). These are important step in public education where original thinking activities, brain storming innovative actions are positively encouraged against education types including state of art knowledge and memorizations. Koviista and Jokinen (2006) supplied clues about so called “Critical autonomous reflective learning”. Modern European education policy, the Lisbon strategy, is aimed to provide personal and social developments. In this understanding, people could revolve themselves according to economic tides. They wrote that “competitive economies need autonomous and flexible learners and workers. That is why increasing student autonomy must be one of the goals of every higher education institution in Europe”. According to these researchers, students in higher education system should be educated in a way that they ought definitely to develop “independent/autonomous thinking skills”. In past, general education curriculums in countries had been purposely structured for common social and educational targets. Current curriculums on the other hand have gradually aimed to graduate more self-decisive graduates. These graduates will also help to shape new technological improvements in engineering.

Influences of art on innovative thinking

Innovations and new technologies have been reached after realizing their requirements, market opportunities. Engineering and techno companies sometimes might have overstocked techno-commercial goods, materials, raw materials, know-how procedures etc. Positive advantages in the market they would like to obtain by doing so have steadily been erased by introducing new products and new technologies for 25 years. Therefore companies have recently tried to prepare themselves in quickly changing market conditions. This aim may only be possible by hiring creative engineers who have up-to-date knowledge and experiences. This action is crucial for engineering companies which technologically active in business. Engineering students’ plan and design abilities are different (Fig. 2). In order to enhance their abilities, what can be done? Researches on art fields have demonstrated that art can be tools for enhancing innovation, creativity, of students. Influences of artistic creativities on engineering designs have also very deep marks to be researched in detail. Why a glasses or bottles of water have so many different shapes. Art and artistic features have been used in engineering products to increase the marketing success. Think about “glass for drinking water or hot drinks”, how many different shapes and features on them can be handled?
Aesthetic preferences for marketing might be one of the answers. Others can be related with patents in production procedures. Art can be any form and can be produced by using any materials. That’s the way artists have tried to express their visions, ideas, through art. Think the views people can see through their eyes, artist have presented similar views in micro and macro scales to direct (focus) our understanding on a subject. Sometimes they draw or form shapes, three dimensional figures, land reconfigurations etc. to express their ideas. In order to continue to show something which have not presented before, artists (designers or creators) have to be creative in the first hand. When artistic methods of self-expressions have been analysed, following manners are found effective in art; abstracting, visual metaphors, paradoxes, myths, anomalies and analogies. These methods lead (expand) artists’ creative thinking. Artists who would like to use symbolic and semantic values in their products, they have worked on them. They have to analyse conditions of subjects which would like to be expressed through art products, they have also to take consideration of art products’ limitations. Organising and arrangements of setback differentiate the art products. Burton, etal., (1999) performed a research in US and they presented that; students educated at schools applied art-rich curriculum obtained higher grades when “Torrance Creative Thinking Ability Tests” were applied to them with respect to schools which were educated according to conventional knowledge based curriculum. These researchers stated that creative students had produced more innovative, creative, and critical ideas in performed cases of problem solving activities. For instance, depleting ore reserves in earth crust forces mine engineers plan their works near socially and environmentally sensitive areas. This might bring extra considerations together with new novel usage of technologies. Gokay &Gokay (2018) pointed that “mine engineers in near future have to design their mines very differently. Therefore they should be more creative in their projects”. Creative thinking outputs accomplished by some artists have been found extraordinary. These levels of brain storming, innovation and original thinking would like to be reached by many engineers as well. Some practices on drawings or paintings might help engineers. Similar to artists, engineers can also be asked to draw something original. When they force themselves to finish their picture, they have been practiced to think about something original. After first assignment, they might be asked again and again, for their original drawings and paints. That means they have to present that, they can think differently from their friends, colloquies, to reach different pictures in these practices. Producing art products are action of self brain storming. Painters start from blank canvas, put paints on canvas in different forms and mix colours until they feel satisfied. The resultant art products can be assumed as the mirror of their visions and dreams. Experiencing this kind of visualisation, drawing pictures of dreams for example, have probably amplified sensing of students and facilitates design ability of engineering students. Electives courses supplied by engineering faculties play important role in students’ abilities. Courses related with social activities and art seems beneficial also for engineering students. In some extend enhancing power of these courses are very crucial in students’ perceptions of current engineering research and problems. Leonardo da Vinci as a famous artist and engineer had remarkable problem solving considerations. He supplied plans even for self spring-propelled cars and helicopters at his time (Fig. 3). This is the limit of his engineering thinking capacity for that time. It should be bear in mind that engine power and electricity had not known yet at Vinci times. Likewise, Stokley-Byrd, (2019) mentioned about Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein (2001) who had
written about historical circumstances where arts and innovation ideas play important roles together for some other inventors works as well. They wrote that “Galileo as a poet and literary critic, Einstein as an astute violinist, and Morse as a painter of portraits."

The original Apple Macintosh Computer team had backgrounds in anthropology, art, history, and poetry”. Engineering students of our times should similarly be creative in engineering. They have enough knowledge and enormous information sources to innovate something or some procedures we do not know yet. Faculties therefore should educate students who have been equipped with this internal power to produce and design new things. Engineering companies including mine related ones should ask the questions; where is the ingenuity, cleverness, creativity, dreams to progress in technology related with their businesses? Thus, the answers are directly related with the future market conditions for engineers. There are many more miles to reach our target as societies, humans have to search limits of our sun-system for new raw materials (new mine sides) after mapping related locations of space. That means new directions and aims are waiting for their “real engineers” to be explored.

Conclusions

Engineering works and workplaces seem complicated but, workers in different engineering branches have understood importance of the decisions taken by their expert engineers. Engineers working as civil servants or production shift managers (including shift engineers) have involved mostly system-controlling, work planning, organising the scheduled works & workers, workplace safety, quality control and related legislative procedures. In some other companies, engineers have purposely asked to design, plan and evaluate products or subjects according to customers’ requests. Thus, engineers have to follow scientific information together with legislative limitation to reach their aims according to occupation types they involved. In all engineering duties, engineers are asked to decide logically with accepting all responsibilities about their decisions. Therefore engineers should have not only the full knowledge of technology & engineering, they should also have ability to think differently. In order to solve engineering problems and produce valuable & usable design products, engineers ought to be creative, critical thinker and socially sensitive. Increasing creative and critical thinking capacity of engineering students has recently aimed in engineering faculties.

These featured engineering education is one of the steps which has put extra on STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts, Mathematics) related K12 education. Art in this area is very helpful instrument. Students who have forced to supply something new in their canvas (by drawing) for example, realize what are the basic considerations included in innovation. It has been experienced that art enhance engineering students’ views, ideas and thinking capacities. Engineers who are even responsible from routine factory or mine related duties might offer new products & procedures as far as they have fit to their jobs and they would like to be innovative.
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